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What we know: It takes far longer than we would like to develop, tune, and debug scientific software. We also know that
maintenance is frustratingly time consuming and workflow integration seems more difficult and more fragile than it should.
All of these aspects of our current development experience affect our overall productivity. All of these aspects present
challenges and opportunities as we look toward the future. In this white paper, I'll attempt to outline a taxonomy underlying
the overall productivity challenge in scientific software and suggest some specific opportunities for future work. This
taxonomy roughly follows the software life cycle, but real software life cycles involve aspects of all of these items at many
points in time.
Concept → Design (Planning)
Before a piece of software is written, some planning should be done. Can the productivity of the planning process be
improved? One very-important aspect of the planning process is searching for information on how similar problems were
solved in the past. In the context of scientific software, this knowledge is generally found in two places: First, the scientific
literature contains papers, dissertations, and other written descriptions of past work. Second, repositories hold the source
code of past projects. Have you ever tried to search for previous work relevant to a particular mathematical equation? It's
nearly impossible. Unfortunately, current search technology for papers and code is both mathematics and code-structure
unaware, treating everything as a glorified stream of works and links, making searching a very iterative and very manual
process. For the purpose of answering queries, little relationship exists between code and its description in the literature. As
machine-learning-based search technologies and relevant database technologies become more sophisticated and reliable,
significant opportunities exist to improve this process:
• Recommendation: We need better ways to search both scientific literature and scientific source code. Systems that
understand the correspondence between source code and its description in the literature would be helpful.
Similarly, systems that understand code semantics and structure 12, understand how comments in the code relate to
that structure, and allow for structure-based searching, would be helpful. Code and literature searching that does a
better job of understanding mathematical equations and notation would be helpful 3.
After understanding, to the extent practical, our past collective experience, a number of options will likely remain. These
options might include different potential numerical discretization schemes, data structures, and decomposition techniques.
How can these choices be made? In part, these decisions are made by constructing prototypes. Prototyping is interesting in
this regard because the construction of the prototype is a microcosm of the entire development process, but with less
stringent requirements in some respects (e.g. performance, scale, portability, maintainability). As a result, no special
consideration will be given to prototyping itself except to note that the most productive programming environments for
prototyping might be different than the ones for production development.
Part of the planning process includes an assessment of the capabilities needed for the software. Perhaps a particular kind of
non-linear solver is needed, or perhaps we will require a large class of solvers to be available for runtime selection. Perhaps
FFTs are needed, or BLAS operations, or integration with a particular API. A number of questions need to be answered with
respect to these capabilities: What capabilities are needed? What libraries and/or programming environments can provide
those capabilities? How difficult will it be to acquire, learn, and adopt those components? Can the transitive closure of the
dependency graph be understood? Are there particular risks associated with any of these dependencies? Have the
components, and component combinations, been tested at the requisite scale? Will the components support the required
hardware platforms? Especially if the software being planned will be open source, are there any licensing concerns with
those dependencies? Some of these questions are currently answerable by looking at metadata from package managers (e.g.,
Spack4), but especially for data on future development, these questions can be answered only by a manual process of
searching documentation, mailing lists, forums, and similar, or communicating directly with developers.
• Recommendation: We need more-comprehensive software metadata capturing not only build dependencies and
licensing, but information on testing, development practices, anticipated funding stability, and planned hardwaresupport timelines. Having this metadata integrated with the package manager such that it can be collected for
transitive dependencies would be helpful. Being able to find metadata describing at-scale testing of particular
component combinations, and particular configurations, would be helpful.
Design → Implementation (Authorship)

Translating the planned design into an actual implementation accounts for a significant portion of the overall softwaredevelopment effort. This process is often complicated by the fact that the requirements and/or plan might change during the
implementation process. Nevertheless, the productivity of this process is impacted by the ability to maximize code reuse and
minimize required boilerplate, having good documentation on the libraries and programming environment in use, using
tools with which the developers are experienced, and so on. As program synthesis (a.k.a. machine programming) methods
mature, intelligent programming assistants can play an important role in increasing programmer productivity by generating
code based on input specifications (either in natural language or mathematics), examples of correct behavior, and provided
solution templates. Prototypes created during the design process can form an important potential input source for synthesis
systems. In other domains, we're already seeing ML-driven code-completion editor plugins that integrate library
documentation, code context, and so on to provide useful suggestions (e.g., Kite5, TabNine6). As far as synthesis goes, this is
still rudimentary, but even these systems do not yet exist for C++ or Fortran to have the same impact on scientific code
development. Domain-specific languages (e.g., Halide7, TACO8, Unified Form Language9 as used by FEniCS10/PyOP211)
can play an important role for productive programming in certain kinds of application domains.
• Recommendation: We need more-intelligent programming tools to assist with the generation of code1213 for
scientific applications. In addition, we need to work on driving down the amount of boilerplate necessary to
implement common scientific-programming tasks. This can be due to better library design, improvements to C++
or other relevant general-purpose programming languages, or the use of domain-specific languages. It is, as in
nearly every domain, critical that libraries and programming environments have good documentation with tutorials
and examples.
One important aspect of the programmer-productivity challenge is compilation/iteration time. If it takes many minutes, or
even hours, to rebuild an application in order to test a change, that is a problem. On top of that, if making sure the change is
sensible requires execution via a queuing system with a non-trivial waiting time (e.g., queuing a job on a machine that runs
many MPI ranks or runs with particular accelerator hardware), this can also significantly decrease developer productivity.
These challenges can, in part, be addressed by a more-rigorous code-testing regimen (e.g., unit tests, mocks, stand-alone
component drivers), but the creation and maintenance of the necessary tests and infrastructure are currently very time
consuming.
• Recommendation: We need improved software analysis and compilation turn-around time in order to increase
developer productivity. In addition, we need better tools to help programmers of scientific software create and
maintain tests, not only to ensure correctness, but also to improve basic development iteration times on large
projects. This might include specialized test/mock capabilities representing hardware accelerators, networking
configurations, etc. that allow for local emulation of capabilities normally available only on shared systems.
Implementation → Correct Implementation (Debugging)
An implementation cannot be considered complete until it has been shown to be correct. This includes both verification and
validation, and critically, both processes are difficult. Tracking down places where insufficient numerical precision is
causing problems14, or even where run-of-the-mill programming errors are causing crashes or inconsistencies, is
frustratingly difficult. Instrumentation-based debugging tools have been developed for many of these classes of errors (e.g.,
LLVM Sanitizers1516), but often these are difficult to use at large scale. With the integration of machine-learning-based
technologies, we're seeing increasing use of data-driven techniques in scientific software development. This brings its own
set of opportunities and challenges in all aspects of V&V. Nevertheless, even in cases where the correct numerical output is
known, tracking down the cause of a bug is often hard. A move toward programming systems that enforce more constraints
statically, thereby reducing the prevalence of bugs in well-formed programs, may be helpful, assuming such systems are
sufficiently easy to learn and adapt.
• Recommendation: Debugging tools, especially high-performance, instrumentation-based tools, should be enhanced
to work at large scale in HPC environments, and on large code bases. Similarly, static-analysis tools need
improvements to work on large code bases in C++, Fortran, and other relevant programming languages. Debugging
methodologies need to be enhanced to incorporate ML-based components, and intelligent, data-driven debugging
of procedural code should be enabled by a new class of AI-driven technologies.
Implementation → High-Performance Implementation (Tuning)
The transformation of a working piece of software to increase its runtime performance is often time consuming and requires
specialized skills. Tools already exist to help with application profiling, both from vendors (e.g., VTune) and from the HPC
community (e.g., HPCToolkit17, TAU18). However, these tools only help with a critical, but small, slice of the overall
problem. First, modeling is needed to understand how well a particular algorithm on a particular hardware architecture
might perform. Second, the profiling tools can help compare that performance to performance actually observed (and, in
addition, help pinpoint potential performance problems such as load imbalance or cache misses). Third, the programmer

needs to understand the cause of the inefficiencies observed, and to the extent that these inefficiencies can be characterized
as abstraction penalties, whether these can be mitigated without breaking through otherwise-helpful layers of abstraction.
The developer then needs to implement any necessary changes, test those changes, and so on. The developer must do all of
this while being mindful of the risk of unintentionally creating larger problems (e.g., for the long-term maintenance of the
software) than the performance problem being solved. Of course, to the extent that the programming environments (i.e.,
compilers, runtime libraries, and so on) can produce high-performance code, this overall problem can be mitigated.
Compilers, for example, require specific capabilities to generate high-performance code even in the face of complex
abstraction layers. Scalable link-time-optimization (a.k.a. whole-program optimization) helps with this 19, as does scalable
profiling and profile-guided optimizations. Compilers cannot evaluate perfect hardware models when making codegeneration decisions, as that would be impractically expensive, and often lack knowledge of dynamic factors (e.g., problem
sizes) that have significant performance impacts and are unavailable until program execution. Auto-tuning has proven
successful in addressing these kind of challenges20, but remains largely unused, and for some cases, just-in-time compilation
has proven very effective, although that is also little used in HPC (exceptions include in Julia 21, OCCA22, libxsmm23, and
some research work, e.g., ClangJIT24). It is noted that tuning sometimes involves other factors than execution speed, for
example, power usage, storage usage, or memory footprint.
• Recommendation: Better tools need to be developed to help developers model ideal performance and scaling on
platforms of interest such that these models can be compared to observed performance. Compilers need to be
improved to generate better code even in the face of complex abstraction layers, sometimes requiring language
enhancements so that the compiler can get needed information from the library/application developer.
Programming and execution environments need to support scalable profiling and link-time optimizations.
Additionally, programming environments need to be enhanced to provide intelligent performance-relevant
feedback to developers and easily support autotuning to improve on what internal models can provide. Just-in-time
compilation should be provided to adapt to different inputs and solution regimes in order to increase application
performance.
Implementation on One Architecture → Implementation on Another Architecture (Portability)
Portability of scientific software is a particular concern, given the large, diverse use base of many scientific applications and
the diverse set of hardware available to those users. Portability is accomplished via abstraction, either using highlevel/domain-specific languages or abstraction libraries (e.g., Kokkos25/RAJA26). Compilers and runtime libraries must be
designed with these abstractions in mind, but critically, effective abstractions must exist in the first place. Fortunately,
significant progress has been made on this front in recent years, with C++ libraries such as Kokkos, programming models
such as OpenMP27 and SYCL28, languages such as Fortran and Julia, and systems such as Halide. These systems have
developed methods for expressing data-parallel algorithms (and, to a lesser extent, task-parallel algorithms) in a portable
fashion across modern CPUs and GPUs. With the increasing prevalence of hardware optimized for machine learning, and
the general increase in in-system heterogeneity, these portability mechanisms will need to continue to evolve. It seems likely
that the level of expression will need to evolve toward being higher level than it is commonly today. It is important to note
that evolution is not just occurring in compute technology, but also in memory and longer-term storage as well.
• Recommendation: Portability-focused abstraction layers and programming models will need to continue to be
developed, and moreover, evolve to target, not only CPUs and GPUs, but also AI-focused accelerator hardware and
other aspects of increasingly-heterogeneous systems.
Isolated Implementation → Implementation As Part of a Larger Project (Integration)
Integration of scientific software into a larger workflow can be challenging for several reasons. One, the integration (e.g.,
between two different physical models) often needs to be fine grained, and as a result, the integration method has a
significant affect on performance. Techniques used in other contexts (e.g., the microservices model commonly used in webapplication development) are ruled out by performance-related design constraints. Scientific applications, however, often
end up needing to integrate components programmed in different languages (e.g., C++, Fortran, and Python). The lack of
standardized interchange formats also hinders the ability to integrate different applications, and thus developer productivity.
In part, this is a natural consequence of the fact that scientific software sits on the edge of what is known, and so bespoke
data formats are created, as nothing quite like what is being done has been done before. However, this proliferation of data
formats and APIs means that an unfortunate amount of developer time is spent on writing glue code and data-processing
code.
• Recommendation: Work needs to continue on tools that generate high-performance interfaces between components
written in a variety of relevant programming languages. Similarly, tools that generate code for, or otherwise handle,
data in a variety of customizable formats need continued development to increase programmer productivity.

Integration of scientific software can also provide difficult when the different components lack an ability to coordinate their
use of shared resources. This commonly occurs when managing hardware threads on CPUs and accelerators, but also occurs
with more mundane resources such as system memory and file handles. For example, if part of an application uses OpenMP
to manage threads, and another part uses Kokkos, and one is called from within the other, will the composite system make
sensible use of the hardware? Maybe not.
• Recommendation: Runtime systems, and operating systems, need enhancements to ensure that application
components can communicate to collectively manage system resources. Only if components are composable can
programmers choose the most-productive implementation technologies for each part of a larger project and/or
reuse components created by others.
Implementation → Reproducible Results (Provenance)
While important everywhere to some extent, it is critical to the scientific process that the results of running scientific
applications are reproducible (at least for some period of time), and moreover, that output data from the application can be
associated with a particular application configuration and its transitive chain of dependencies. In current systems, however,
actually accomplishing this task of recording high-quality provenance information is very hard. Code versioning helps,
static linking and library-version tracking can help, techniques such as storing application-configuration information with all
outputs can help, but creating a high-quality system in this regard is difficult and time consuming. Moreover, the lack of
high-quality provenance information ends up harming developer productivity, in part because it leads to more-difficult
debugging tasks. This really shouldn't be hard, but we need provenance concerns to permeate the entire stack in a way that
they currently do not.
• Recommendation: Programming environments need to make it easy to collect, statically and dynamically,
dependency, configuration, and version information for all applications. Application frameworks need to have
common ways to extract relevant configuration values so that they can be stored with output data and restored as
required.
Implementation → Updated Implementation (Maintenance)
A lot of developer time is sunk into maintenance tasks: Updating code to work with newer versions of programming
environments and libraries, comply with updated coding guidelines, handle new usage scenarios, and so on. Often, these
processes, even if they could be automated in theory, are done manually, because insufficient automation tools exist in
practice. Sometimes, the tools exist, but are so unproductive to use that it's faster to do the work manually (e.g., creating a
clang-tidy29 plugin is powerful but is non-trivial and requires specialized skills). In some sense, these problems are not
specific to scientific programming, but the necessary tooling needs to productively exist for the languages and libraries used
for developing scientific applications.
• Recommendation: Better tooling needs to be developed in order to handle language upgrades and perform API
migration. These tools might benefit from the use of ML technology. It is important that the tools are easy to use,
likely example driven.
Initial Implementation Developers → Replacement/Additional Implementation Developers (Training)
An important consideration for all aspects of the productivity challenge for scientific applications is the reality that training
is a challenge. A tool, language, etc. can be very productive for a specialist, but if it takes someone new to the team many
years to learn how to use the tool effectively, the continued staffing of the development team will be difficult.
• Recommendation: It is important that all capabilities created to address productivity challenges place an emphasis
on being easy to learn (or, at least, it should be easy to get started).
Implementation → The Next Implementation (Knowledge Transfer)
No particular implementation will remain useful for ever. Eventually, new requirements will overtake the ability of the
software to be adapted by mutation, and a new implementation must be created. This process happens for small components
and also for large code bases. The productivity challenge here is to prepare: Not only must the code itself be well
documented; the rationale for the current design must be well documented (and current, as the design has likely changed
over time).
• Recommendation: Systems must be developed, perhaps making use of ML technology, to make it easy to keep both
detailed and high-level documentation in sync with the code and complete30. This includes dealing with
mathematical descriptions that commonly occur in scientific applications.
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